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1. SUMMARY
The Central Control Unit (CCU) of the Ministry of the Environment and Forests
(MINEF) carried out a mission to Okola, Lékié Department, Central Province on 15
July 2002, accompanied by the Independent Observer Team.
The aim of the mission was to hold an inquiry following a letter received from
Inspector No. 3 of the General Inspectorate (MINEF/Minister’s Office). This letter
(see annexe 1) mentions the seizure of a false document containing copies of the
MINEF seal and the Minister’s signature (see annexe 2). The letter also alleges the
involvement of the Head of the Okola Forestry and Hunting Post (Mr. Dima) in the
obtention and fraudulent use of an official document (waybill) for the purposes of
monetary gain, with the collusion of Mr. Tsala. According to MINEF procedures,
waybills are only issued to operators by the Departmental Delegation. The Head of
Post’s role in relation to this document is limited simply to checking it.
Mr. Dima, Head of the Okola Forestry and Hunting Post, denied all involvement in
the obtention and fraudulent use of waybills, and in copying the signature of the
Minister for the Environment and Forests.
The Lékié MINEF Departmental Delegate declared that he had no knowledge of the
fraudulent document. He also stated that he had issued Mr. Dima with two demands
for explanation regarding insubordination and failure to report on his activities.
Mr. Tsala was not questioned, it having been confirmed by local sources that he had
departed hastily before the arrival of the mission.
With regard to the above, the Independent Observation Team recommends:
-

The transmission of the file to the appropriate legal authorities with a view to
establishing the criminal responsibility of those involved in forging and using
the document described above;
The opening of an administrative inquiry on the part of MINEF, with a view to
possible administrative penalties.

2. RESOURCES USED
-

1 Toyota pick-up belonging to Global Witness
1 laptop computer
1 GPS
1 video camera

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
Two CCU officials and two members of the technical Independent Observer Team
took part in the mission.
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4. RESULTS OF THE MISSION
4.1. Summary of the case
On 12 June 2002, Inspector No 3 contacted the Minister for the Environment and
Forests by means of Note No. 466/N/MINEF/CAB/IG/I3, denouncing the obtention
and fraudulent use of an official document (waybill) along with the copying of the
signature of the Minister. The complaint also mentioned the involvement of the Head
of the Okola Post and the collusion of Mr. Tsala.
The Inspector’s suspicions were aroused by the presence of Mr. Nkoa Michel and Mr.
Owono Louis Charles at the postal services outside normal hours. They were
attempting to verify the validity of a document that had been given them in return for
a monetary payment, a document that turned out to be fraudulent. Messrs. Nkoa and
Owono also declared to Inspector No. 3 that the Head of the Forestry and Hunting
Post and Mr. Tsala were in possession of a booklet of waybills that they were issuing
to logging companies in exchange for money. According to MINEF procedures, heads
of forestry and hunting posts are not authorised to hold waybills, far less to issue them
to logging companies.
On 10 July 2002, the Minister created a control mission by means of Memorandum
No. 0037/NS/MINEF/CAB/UCC with a view to holding an inquiry into the
allegations made against the Head of the Forestry and Hunting Post and Mr. Tsala.

4.2. Meeting with the Head of the Okola Forestry and Hunting Post
On 15 July 2002, at approximately 14.30, the CCU left for Mr. Dima’s office in
Okola, accompanied by the Independent Observer Team.
On the control team’s arrival at the office of the Head of the Okola Forestry and
Hunting Post, this latter excused himself to the CCU under the pretext that he had to
go and collect the keys for his office, which he had left at home. The Independent
Observer Team suggested that the CCU team should accompany the Head of Post,
given the nature of the allegations made against him. In fact, the Head of the Okola
Forestry Post could have gone to the barrier to inform Mr. Tsala of the presence of the
control mission. The Independent Observer Team’s suggestion was not taken up by
the CCU.
Shortly afterwards, the Head of Post returned and the control team were able to enter
his office.
Introducing the meeting, Mrs. Essono of the CCU explained the reason and aim of the
mission.
Mr. Dima replied to questions from the CCU officials and the Independent Observer
Team, stating the following:
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1) Mr. Tsala is my nephew, and I do sometimes entrust tasks to him in a personal
capacity.
2) I employed Mr. Tsala as a temporary trainee but this did not work out and this
is why I no longer employ trainees.
3) I am not aware of Mr. Tsala’s business affairs. I think he is working in the
east. And I have never heard of Mr. Nkoa Michel or Mr. Owono Louis
Charles.
4) I have not been involved in either the obtention or use of a false document nor
in copying the signature of the Minister. I did hear about this matter from
Hortense Mboh of the Ministry postal service. I raised this question with Mr.
Tsala who told me that this document had followed normal channels.
5) The police questioned Mr. Tsala in relation to this affair.
6) I did not set up mobile control barriers with trainees.
Mrs. Essono asked Mr. Dima (Head of Post) if he had any waybills in his possession.
Mr. Dima replied that he did not and asked the CCU to show any proof that he could
have affixed his signature to any waybill for timber transportation between Okola and
Douala. The Head of Post did not mention the Obak control point and took the
mission to the Okola barrier.

4.3. Discussions with the population at the Okola barrier
The mission also considered the allegations that people not employed by MINEF were
being used for control tasks. No further information was obtained from the population
at the Okola barrier.

4.4. Observations at the Obak control point
After holding a meeting with the Lékié Departmental Delegate, the mission visited the
Obak control point. The mission noted the absence of Mr. Tsala from the Obak
control point. Mrs. Mvogo, a MINEF employee present at the scene confirmed that
Mr. Tsala normally worked at this control point as Mr. Dima’s employee although
Mr. Tsala was not a MINEF official. The mission also received confirmation that Mr.
Tsala very often used the motorbike provided for the Okola Head of Post.
Finally, Mrs. Mvogo stated that Mr. Tsala had been at the Obak control point that day
but that he had fled after having been informed by someone that a CCU mission was
in Okola.

4.5. Meeting with the Lékié Departmental Delegate
The mission met with the MINEF Departmental Delegate to Lékié. The Delegate
stated that he had no knowledge of the fraudulent document. He also stated that he
had, two months previously, sent Mr. Dima two demands for explanation regarding
his lack of discipline. Finally, the Delegate told the mission that the Head of the
Okola Post never reported back on his activity to his superiors, and that he acted as if
he were a self-sufficient Head of Post.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Independent Observer team recommends:
-

The transmission of Mr. Dima’s file to the appropriate legal authorities with a
view to establishing the criminal responsibility of all people involved in the
offence of forging and using the above noted document.

-

The opening of an administrative inquiry on the part of MINEF with a view to
possible administrative penalties.

-

The issuing of a demand for explanation from the Head of the Okola Forestry
Post in relation to his suspected involvement in the obtention and use of
fraudulent documents.
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